FLEXIBLE JOINT FAST SET REPAIR PROCEDURE

The Flexible Joint Fast Set dual cartridge system consists of a two component 100% solids polymer designed for applications where a resilient joint material is needed. The material is a semi-clear, unpigmented product packaged in a 300 ml x 300 ml dual cartridge system with a 1/2” 30 element static nozzle and retainer nut.

CALL 888-376-9954 TODAY FOR MORE INFORMATION OR VISIT US ONLINE AT www.epoxymaster.com

CARTRIDGE ASSEMBLY

1. SHAKE WELL BEFORE USING
2. Hold tubes with the tip facing upwards and remove closed end from the tube set with a screwdriver.
3. Place static mixing nozzle over the tubes and slip the screw collar over the tip and tighten.
4. Place tube set into the dual cartridge Flexible Joint Fast Set Applicator Gun.
5. DO NOT ALLOW MATERIAL TO MIX PRIOR TO USE! IT WILL CURE WITHIN 1-2 MINUTES.

APPLICATION INSTRUCTIONS

1. Remove all loose concrete, previous joint compound or other foreign material to leave a clean sound joint at least 1/2” deep.
2. Vacuum all dirt, dust and foreign contaminants to assure a trouble free bond.
3. If desired, place a backer rod into the joint. The joint depth should be at least 1/2 the joint width from the top of the backer rod to the top of the joint with a minimum 1/2”.
4. Dispense small beginning portion onto cardboard to discard any unmixed material. Apply mixed material by pumping in a continuous motion into the expansion joint.